summer programs staying in bice 2022 arrival instructions

- Take Brandon Avenue from JPA (Jefferson Park Avenue) to get to Bice House.

- Follow Brandon Avenue as shown, bearing right, then taking a left turn followed by a right turn to reach the plaza in front of Bond House.

- Turn either left or right (depending on the spaces available) to park in the unloading zone shown on the map.
unloading instructions

- Once you reach the unloading zone on the map, put your hazard lights on while you unload your car.

- Conferences@UVA staff will be available to help unload your belongings and take them to your room on your assigned check-in day between 12 noon and 5 p.m.
parking instructions

• Once your belongings are unloaded, you will need to move your car to the E3 parking lot.

• Take Brandon Avenue back to JPA, turning left. Bear right onto Emmet Street at the signal light, then turn left on Stadium Road. Turn right on Whitehead Road, and then take an almost immediate left into the E3 lot.

• You may park your vehicle anywhere in the E3 lot.